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MaecVET Project
MaecVET project is funded with support from
the Lifelong Learning Programme of the
European Commission and started in October
2012. It aims at developing an e-portal for
massage and physiotherapy professions in
Europe with a view to increase the mobility of
labour across Europe. The aims of MaecVET
project are as follows:

➤➤ Description of qualifications in terms of
units of learning outcomes of massage
and physiotherapy professions that
will facilitate transnational comparison
and mutual recognition of vocational
and higher education certificates and
diploma

➤➤ Development and promotion of a
brand new e-portal which will link
various stakeholders and target groups
with each other to improve vocational
education and training and the labour
market situation in the field of massage
and physiotherapy professions across
Europe

eucapo

Your applicant’s profile

European Career
Portal for Massage and
Physiotherapy
eucapo offers a variety
of services for different
target groups. It links job-seekers, employers,
training institutions and recognition authorities
in order to achieve best results for labour
mobility in Europe.

➤➤ For job-seekers
Compare qualifications
Use eucapo to compare your qualification in
the massage and physiotherapy sector with
qualifications from other European countries.
Determine in which countries you can work
with your qualification and get information on
the recognition of qualifications.
Encounter professional training programmes
You wish to work in another European country
but are not sufficiently qualified? Examine our
training offers for appropriate courses matched
to your individual needs.
Search job offers across Europe
You wish to find a job in another European
country? Our job database will offer you
different positions across Europe. You can
enter your personal profile and match suitable
jobs for your qualification.
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You wish to receive interesting job offers
or information on training courses? As jobseeker you can enter your personal applicant’s
profile and will automatically receive job and
training offers that match your profile.

➤➤ For employers
You are interested in recruiting staff from
all over Europe? Offer your job vacancies on
eucapo. You can enter your company profile
as well as a detailed job description to find
suitable employees.

➤➤ For training institutions
You wish to support other Europeans to find
work in your country? On eucapo you can
offer training courses for job-seekers from
other European countries. These can include
complete vocational training courses or single
modules/units matched to the qualifications
from other European countries.

➤➤ For recognition authorities
For your decision on the recognition of foreign
massage and physiotherapy qualifications
you can access detailed information about the
different qualifications. On eucapo you can
compare learning outcomes, curricula, legal
frameworks and EQF classifications. This helps
you to identify and analyse similarities and
differences.

